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The Trauma at Home: Deianeira’s Fear and Heracles’ Return in Sophocles’ Trachiniae 

 In her opening monologue in the Trachiniae, Deianeira describes how her marriage to 

Heracles has become a source of constant fear and anxiety: “Since I was united with Heracles as 

his chosen bride, I continue to nourish fear after fear in my anxiety for him. For one night ushers 

in distress (πόνον) and the next night thrusts it away [...] such is the life that was always sending 

my husband home and away from home” (27-35). The suffering that Heracles experiences in his 

toils (πόνοι) away from home is directly linked to the suffering of Deianeira at home. This 

situation parallels the experiences of many women when their husbands are deployed and then 

return from war (Mason 1989, Matsakis 1988). Often the return (νόστος) is just as distressing for 

the family members of the veteran as the initial deployment was (Shay 2002: 121-146). In this 

paper, I will examine the first half of the Trachiniae from the perspective of Deianeira’s fears 

and anxieties about the return of her husband.  

 Deianeira’s opening monologue plants the seed for her eventual panic by describing both 

her early experiences as a war bride and her present experiences as the wife of a man constantly 

engaged in battles abroad. The first half of the play can be divided into two parts that correspond 

to these two experiences. At first Deianeira is distressed because she has not received any news 

about her husband’s whereabouts for fifteen months (44-45). Her distress is heightened by the 

will that Heracles uncharacteristically left behind before he departed, and the oracle that 

prophesied a change in his fortune after fifteen months (161-168; Segal 2000). Deianeira’s initial 

fear, therefore, is an extension of the fears that she has nourished for most of her married life 

with Heracles: she is worried about his physical safety while he is away. But the sudden arrival 

of a messenger, who announces Heracles’ success and imminent return, temporarily relieves this 

fear, only to introduce a new and worse cause of fear, the captive woman, Iole. Lichas’ attempt 
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both to obscure and to justify Heracles’ motivations in his lying speech (248-290; Heiden 1988) 

fails to address the consequences that Heracles’ wartime actions have for his family and 

underestimates Deianeira’s personal experience as a war bride herself.  

 The appearance of Iole and the conversation with Lichas prompt a new, more intense fear 

that when Heracles returns, he will no longer love her. Deianeira’s previous experience as a war 

bride feeds her fear: Iole’s situation is similar to Deianeira’s when Heracles fought for and then 

married her (Easterling 1968: 63), but Deianeira quickly realizes that both she and Iole cannot 

share one husband (539-554). In addition, Heracles’ passion for Iole is described by both Lichas 

and Deianeira as a sickness that has conquered him and makes him suffer (445-446, 488-489, 

544, 554). The conventional motif of the suffering induced by love, familiar from the lyric poetry 

of Archilochus and Sappho, acquires added significance in this play because the sickness of love 

represents, from Deianeira’s point of view, a psychological wound caused by Heracles’ 

experiences in war. Deianeira’s overwhelming fear of the emotional loss of her husband causes 

her to panic and attempt to fix these psychological wounds with a faulty cure before he even 

reaches home. The couple’s failure to communicate about the emotional damage caused by the 

violence of war and Heracles’ infidelity result in both characters’ deaths. This failure, 

symbolized by the play’s structural separation of the two main characters, exemplifies the 

emotional rift that physical distance and violence can create between returning veteran and wife.  
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